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The BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s BibleÃ‚Â®, the bestselling Bible storybook of our time, now in a special

edition just for toddlers. Toddlers will love this special edition of The BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s BibleÃ‚Â®

created especially for tiny hands to carry with them wherever they go. The toddlers edition features

a smaller size, a go-anywhere handle, and an easy Velcro closure. Toddlers will come to know and

love the key stories and characters of the Bible with this best-loved Bible storybook. Now updated

with vibrant new art, text, and over 25 stories, The BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s BibleÃ‚Â® is the perfect

starting point for children. Toddlers will enjoy the fun illustrations of Noah helping the elephant onto

the ark, Jonah praying inside the fish, and more, as they discover The BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

BibleÃ‚Â® for Toddlers just like millions of children before!
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The Beginner's Bible, the bestselling Bible storybook of our time, now in a special edition just for

toddlers. Toddlers will love this special edition of The Beginner's Bible created especially for tiny

hands to carry with them wherever they go. The toddlers edition features a smaller size, a

go-anywhere handle, and an easy Velcro closure. Toddlers will come to know and love the key

stories and characters of the Bible with this best-loved Bible storybook. Now updated with vibrant



new art, text, and over 25 stories, The Beginner's Bible is the perfect starting point for children.

Toddlers will enjoy the fun illustrations of Noah helping the elephant onto the ark, Jonah praying

inside the fish, and more, as they discover The Beginner's Bible for Toddlers just like millions of

children before!

Kelly Pulley has illustrated dozens of The Beginner's BibleÃ‚Â® books for over ten years. He

started his career as an artist working on licensed character T-shirts for an apparel company. He

currently lives in Tennessee.

We have read this bible a couple times now and i like the content as well as ease of reading. My

kids are 3 yrs and 15 months and it captures their attention very well. My daughter loves to talk

about her bible and the only disappointment she has is that we are not able to read it cover to cover

like we do with her other story books. We only cover a story at a time. This bible makes introducing

the little ones to bible reading a wonderful experience.

This is much better than most toddler Bibles! Instead of just a few

oversimplified-to-the-point-of-inaccurate pages of a board book, it's a full 159 pages. Still very

simple, but MANY Bible stories and several pages per story.There are still *some* Biblical

inaccuracies, but much fewer and easy to add in what the Bible actually says without detracting

from the story. And not enough to lead someone into, say, a feel-good perspective of the Bible

without understanding what it's truly about.

This is a great way to introduce tots to The Word; be aware that this is VERY basic introductions to

some of the stories in the Bible. It lacks some of the harsher aspects of these stories, which might

be difficult for some or perhaps most little ones to comprehend at this point in their lives.

I purposely bought this book because it came in a board book format, which is currently best for my

2 year old. I had not really seen any board book Bibles so I was really happy to come across this. I

love that the cover is thick and that it resembles the regular beginner's Bible, which we also own. My

son was pretty excited when he saw it which made me happy. I love the illustrations and the

simplicity of the writing. I would love if there was a small set of these so that you could have more

than just a handful of Bible stories as a board book. Since there is just the one, I do wish that they

had chosen stories that go more together so that the flow is more pleasing, at least to the parent. It



seems so random but I imagine they chose what stories they felt were important. However, since I

bought this Bible because of the board book format and I expected less content, I cannot really

complain about that too much. I would recommend this Bible in the format I bought it in for children

who are not quite ready for regular books but like to turn the pages themselves or just like to sit and

"read" on their own. Some may feel it a waste since there aren't many stories, in which case just get

the regular version and keep it in a safe place.

My 2 year old can quote these stories back to me already. We LOVE the pictures and the text is so

simple yet stays true to the stories. Even some of the tough subjects are handled great. My

daughter LOVES the handle and walks around with it. Takes about 30 mins to read the whole book

cover to cover. So far it's holding up great after about a year, if it falls apart I'll immediately buy

another one. The bigger version is good too but when you start out on this one you'll wish it was the

same text and they didn't expand those duplicate pages. Very annoying. But THIS version is perfect

for introducing your child to the bible and our history.

My 3 yr old granddaughter loved this book and I wanted to purchase it for a friend with little ones. I

was disappointed because it was a board book and some of the Bible stories were missing. Her

book was hardback and I expected the same.

Great Bible for children or even new believers to gain understanding of the popular Bible stories. I

have four year old twins that love to read this every night before bed. They love the stories and this

Bible helps them understand them much easier because of the wording and the pictures. I

recommend this to anyone with kids. My wife and I always give this to new parents or to young kids

for their birthdays or Christmas.

First off, it should be acknowledged that there are important parts missing from this Bible. The fall

into sin and the Passion account are the most glaring of these omissions. Also, many of the stories

included benefit greatly by the addition of context, and some discussion about meaning. But this is

alright, and here's why:This book is not The Bible. It's not even -a- Bible. It is a brief collection of

Bible stories only. Why does it say "Bible" on the cover? Who knows. But, because it's not actually a

Bible, complaining that parts are missing is a bit out of place. If you, as a parent, want to

supplement and explain further to your child, do so. You should. This book needs your help to be

effective; it can't educate your child on its own.That being said, I think this is a fine collection of Bible



stories for very small children. It was one of just a few board book selections, and I'm very pleased

with the purchase. The drawings are colorful and well done, and the text is engaging and not so

simple as to drive me to distraction while reading it. Four stars: there are important parts of the Bible

missing, but for a children's storybook, it's okay. If you're interested in a Passion account, try

Patricia Pingry's wonderful "The Easter Story" as a supplement.
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